
KUNDALINI RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
Translations and Foreign Publications 

Printing Quality Standards 

GENERAL GUIDELINES 
 

§ All KRI book cover should be printed in colors 

§ The Aquarian Teacher Textbook and Manual is preferable to be in hardcover. In cases and countries                 

were this makes the cost go higher softcover should be fine. Film lamination should be applied 

§ Color/BW issue should follow the standard set by the original printing. Some of our books feature                 
full-color layouts and others black & white.  

§ For the reproduction of any of the bound books, a professional printer should be used. For manuals                  

with a spiral binding (like Harijot Kaur's manuals), a print shop should be fine. 

§ Additions to original files are not allowed. Any special condition should be requested by written form                 

and will be judged case by case.  

§ Modifications on the original layout should be approved before signing the FPA and should be                

included on the contract as an addendum. 

§ Request of modification on the original binding should also be made in written form and sent per                  

email. Some consideration of adopting spiral binding should be made, such as:  

○ In most countries, bookstores will not sell books in metal coil bind; 

○ In KRI experience, a “lay flat” binding works almost as well; 

○ In some countries, the metal coil binding is more expensive than the other forms of               

binding. So, to submit a request on modification, please attach considerations over the             

points above. 

§ Partners should include credits of translation on the opening pages, together with the other               

publication's credits.  

§ Partner's logo is allowed to be added on the back cover. However, no partner's logo is allowed in the                    

translated version of The Aquarian Teacher (L1-At) and other TT courses materials such, as Level 2                

and Level 3. 

§ For Further detailed information, see below KRI original titles Printing Quality Standards.  

 

 

 

 

 


